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Abstract

Support for real-time multimedia applications is becoming an essential requirement for packet-
switched networks. In this work, we investigated how routing and admission control inuence the
performance of packet-switched networks. We propose and evaluate the use of routing algorithms
which take into account the constraints imposed by the admission control algorithms. Routing
algorithms proposed elsewhere in literature are also evaluated. We show that the new algorithms
decrease call blocking probability and increase network utilization. The amount of iprovement
depends on such factors as the admission control function, the tra�c mix, and the QOS constraints.

We evaluated two deterministic methods of Call Admission Control: Earliest Due Date and
Stop&Go. We studied the e�ect of lossy source tra�c shaping on routing. The interaction and
relative importance of routing, admission control, and tra�c shaping was also studied.

Technical Areas : Routing and control of congestion, admission and ow control
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Figure 1: Interaction Between Di�erent Tra�c Management Functions

1 Introduction

Packet-switched data networks are increasingly being utilized to carry multimedia tra�c. This trend

is expected to continue with the deployment of broadband integrated services networks (BISDNs).

Delay-sensitive real-time tra�c such as voice and video, constitute an important component of such

tra�c. Such tra�c has fairly stringent quality-of-service (QOS) requirements particularly in terms of

end-to-end packet delay and packet loss. Table 1 shows the data rates and typical QOS requirements

of standard tra�c models for voice and video [16],[12].

In traditional \best-e�ort" delivery, the individual user is not given any quantitative network perfor-

mance guarantees, and the goal is to optimize some aggregate network statistic, such as average net-

work delay experienced by all calls 1. With multimedia tra�c, resources are resered to guarantee each

individual call a speci�ed end-to-end quality-of-service (QOS). A call-level admission control (CAC)

procedure is used for this purpose. The router and CAC functions both play a role in determining

network performance, as indicated in �gure 1.

1We use the terms \call" and \channel" interchangeably throughout this paper

Peak Rate Mean Rate Packet loss probability

Voice 32 KBits/sec 11.2 KBits/sec .05

Video 11.6 MBits/sec 3.85 MBits/sec 10**(-5)

(a) Data rates of standard Voice, Video models & Typical acceptable loss probability
CCITT G.114 Delay Recommendations

One-Way Delay Characterization of Quality

0 to 150 ms \acceptable for most user applications"

150 to 400 ms \may impact some applications"

above 400 ms \unacceptable for general network planning purposes"

(b) End-to-end delay requirements for multimedia tra�c

Table 1: Typical data rates and QOS requirements for multimedia tra�c
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A router which was oblivious to principles of admission control might tend to select paths which have a

high probability of being blocked by the admission control method. We investigated this thesis through

a series of experiments. The emphasis of this paper is to examine this interaction between routing and

call admission for multimedia tra�c. Very little work appears to have been done on this problem

to date. Some ideas on routing algorithms for real-time channels have been proposed by Parris and

Ferrari [14], but not investigated quantitatively. Kompella et al [11] have investigated some related

routing problems for multicasting of real-time data. Our investigations have yielded a number of useful

insights.

� We show the improvement in call acceptance probability for multimedia tra�c that can be ob-

tained by the use of novel, simple to implement, routing algorithms. The improvement in perfor-

mance depends on the choice of admission control algorithm, tra�c mix and QOS requirements.

The best performance is achieved by a least-cost routing algorithm, where the cost function mod-

els the probability of blocking due to the CAC function. Shortest path type routing algorithms

were shown to yield better performance than algorithms similar to those used in circuit-switched

networks.

� Our experiments indicate that the the admission control algorithmhas a greater impact on overall

performance than does the routing algorithm.

� We also evaluated two standard admission control schemes for real-time tra�c (Earliest Due Date

(EDD) [5] and Stop&Go [7]). Stop&Go resulted in better performance than EDD for the network

and tra�c models we studied.

� We investigated the use of tra�c shaping (based on the leaky bucket method) and equivalent-

bandwidth allocation. End-to-end delay requirements limit the improvements which are possible

through their use. The relative goodness of the routing algorithms was not a�ected by them.

� The type and mixture of tra�c strongly impacts the relative performance of the routing algo-

rithms. This is due to the behavior of the call admission function under di�erent tra�c conditions.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we review the two admission control

algorithms and tra�c shaping function used in our investigation. In section 3, we discuss the routing

algorithms which we have evaluated. Section 4 describes our simulation method and assumptions, and

section 5 presents the results of our experiments. The last section summarizes our �ndings and suggests

topics for future work.
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2 Admission Control Schemes for Real-time Tra�c

In this section we review two admission control schemes for real-time tra�c: Earliest Due Date (EDD)

[5] and Stop&Go [7]. Other methods of admission control are surveyed in [1]. These two methods were

chosen because they are deterministic, which means that tra�c losses in the network are eliminated

(and thus don't have to be calculated, or simulated). We then describe the use of tra�c shapers with

such schemes to allow for improved utilization through selective packet loss.

2.1 Earliest Due Date

The Earliest Due Date (EDD) packet scheduling and admission control policy [5], [10], seeks to meet

user speci�ed end-to-end delay bounds by splitting these into local per-link delay bounds. Earliest Due

Date packet scheduling is used at each node, based on these local \deadlines". If the K channels using

a link n, are ordered in order of increasing values of their local delay bounds at this link (denoted as

di;ns; i = 1; : : :K with d1;n � d2;n � � � �dK;n), then the following necessary condition must be satis�ed,

Tmin;i �
KX
j=1

Txj;n; (i = 1; � � �K) (1)

where Tmin;i is the minimum inter packet arrival time for channel i and Txj;n is the transmission time

of one packet of channel j on link n. All channels always meet their local \deadlines" at this link if

and only if

di;n �
iX

j=1

Txj;n + T (i = 1; � � � jU j) (2)

where T is the maximum packet transmission time of any channel using the link and U denotes the set

U = fiji = 1; � � � jU j; di;n <
KX
j=1

Txj;ng (3)

2.2 Stop&Go

The Stop&Go service and admission control policy [7], de�nes a framing strategy in which each real-

time channel is assigned bandwidth at a certain frame level. The policy requires the source to obey

(r, T) smoothness where T is the frame interval duration (The source is required to generate no more

than r units of data during time frames of length T ).
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Figure 2: Use of Tra�c Shapers with Rate Based Servers (Single output link of a node)

A necessary condition to be satis�ed by channels sharing a link is given by the following inequality.

� Cg0
n +

GX
g=g0

Cg
n(1 + dTg0=Tge)Tg=Tg0 �

(
Cn � �max=Tg0; g0 = 2; � � � ; G
Cn; g0 = 1

(4)

Here Cg
n is the capacity assigned to frame level g at link n, Tg is the duration of a level g frame, �max is

the maximum packetsize over all channels and G is the total number of levels. If the ratios of the frame

times are integers, instead of equation 4, a simple capacity relation is all that needs to be satis�ed [7].

2.3 Equivalent Bandwidth based Allocation

The equivalent bandwidth (sometimes also referred to as e�ective bandwidth) of a source represents the

service rate that must be provided to it to guarantee its required QOS [8], [4]. For a Markov modulated

uid source characterized by (M;�) where M is the in�nitesimal generator of the controlling markov

chain, � is the generation rate vector, allowable loss probability is p and B is the bu�er size, for small

p and large B values, the e�ective bandwidth of the source is given by the maximal real eigenvalue of

the matrix [�� (B= log p)M ], where � = diag(�) [4].

We investigated the use of the two rate based ow control schemes along with tra�c shaping at the

inputs. Figure 2 shows the model of one output link of a switch in such a scheme. The simple leaky

bucket [13] is used for tra�c shaping (packets queue but not tokens). The token generation rate of a

leaky bucket is set to the equivalent rate of the source required for a given size of the shaper bu�er and

given allowable loss. The shaper bu�er size is dictated by allowable delay considerations as we explain

later. The equivalent bandwidth is then used by the admission control policy. We note that the tra�c

shaper introduces an additional delay which must be subtracted from the speci�ed end-to-end delay

bound to yield the allowable network delay.
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3 Routing methods

The routing problem has been investigated extensively for both circuit-switched and packet-switched

networks. We concentrate on virtual circuit based routing since all resource allocation techniques are

designed around the assumption of a single path for a channel.

We developed and evaluated some shortest path type algorithms which are modi�ed to account for

the constraints of the CAC policy. For our studies, end-to-end delay was the main QOS metric, while

packet loss was handled using tra�c shaping as discussed earlier. Link bandwidth was the main network

resource sought to be optimized; we assumed ow control would make bu�er space a less important

consideration. Hwang et al [9] have suggested the use of some circuit-switching routing techniques for

high speed multimedia networks; we also evaluated two of thos algorithms.

3.1 Shortest Path Type Routing Algorithms

For these algorithms, for each new channel admission request a reduced network graph is formed. This

is done by eliminating links at which the necessary constraint of the CAC is not satis�ed (equations 1

and 4 respectively in case of the EDD and Stop & Go servers). The minimum delay bound that can

be \o�ered" to this new channel without causing any existing channels to miss their delay bounds can

be calculated for each link, using procedures outlined for these server policies. The di�erent routing

algorithms discussed below formulate di�erent link length and/or cost measures and execute some form

of shortest path calculation on the reduced network graph.

The Shortest Path router (SP) This algorithm seeks to meet the QOS requirement (end-to-end

delay in our case) in a greedy manner. The minimum delay bounds in the reduced network graph

are used as the link lengths in a shortest path calculation. The motivation for this approach is

that a path with minimal delays corresponds to a lightly loaded path, and hence load balancing is

also achieved. The SP algorithm was �rst proposed in [14]. However, no quantitative evaluation

was presented.

The Shortest Cost router (SC) An algorithm which seeks to meet end-to-end delays may not be

suited for a situation where delays are not critical. For instance, packet transmission times drop

in high speed networks and it may not be very di�cult to meet end-to-end delay requirements.

The constraints imposed by the ow control policy may become the dominant reasons for call

blocking. From equation 1 it is clear that the probability of a link getting blocked increases as

the values of the r.h.s approaches that of the l.h.s.. Hence for an EDD based scheme, we use the

cost function
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EDD : Costn = 1=(Tmin;n �
KX
j=1

Txj) (5)

where Tmin;n is the minimum of peak packet inter-arrival times over all channels using link

n (including the incoming channel). Similarly, from equation 4, it is seen that the blocking

probability at a link increases as the quantity on the l.h.s. approaches that on the r.h.s. i.e. the

link capacity. The cost formulation used is hence

SAG : Costn = Cn � (�Cg0
n +

GX
g=g0

Cg
n(1 + dTg0=Tge)Tg=Tg0) (6)

The SC algorithm uses these link costs as link lengths in the reduced network graph and then

performs a shortest path calaulation. No consideration is given to meeting the end-to-end delay

bound at all.

Other Routing Algorithms TheMinimumHop with Delay Bounds (MHDB) algorithm�nds

a minimumhop path which also satis�es the end-to-end delay constraints. (this can be done using

the Bellman-Ford algorithm [14]). To accomodate delays as well as scheduling costs, we would like

to have a routing algorithm which �nds a path with minimal delay as well as minimal total cost.

Unfortunately this problem is NP-complete [6]. Instead an approximation called the Min Max

Cost with Delay Bound (MMCDB) algorithm was developed. This algorithm �nds a path

which has minimum value of the maximum cost of any link in the path, while also satisfying the

end-to-end delay bound. Details are withheld for lack of space. To investigate the performance

of an algorithm which seeks to perform load balancing, the Lowest Maximum Utilization

(LMU) algorithm was evaluated. This algorithm simply chooses a path with minimal value of

maximal utilization of any link in the path.

Conventional Routing Algorithms C STAT and C DYN, two conventional routing algorithms

were also evaluated in order to compare the performance of the real-time routers. The C STAT

algorithm is a static router which selects the preset minimumhop path for a channel. The C DYN

algorithm is a dynamic router in which link utilizations are used as the link lengths.

3.2 Algorithms based on Circuit-switched network routing

Hwang et al [9] propose the use of routers similar to those used in circuit switched networks for routing

in integrated services networks. Rather than perform a shortest path calculation, these algorithms send

the request message outwards from the origin node. The path traversed by the request message till

it reaches the destination is chosen as the selected path. In the Sequential O�ce Control (SOC)

algorithm, the call is blocked if all the outgoing links from a node are blocked, while the Crankback

(CB) algorithm allows backtracking. Details are given in [9].
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4 Simulation Model and Experimental Method

Simulation techniques were used to evaluate the routing algorithms. The simulations were performed

in a static environment with the assumption of in�nite call holding times and negligible call processing

times. The �gure of merit used to evaluate the routing algorithms was call acceptance probability2

(conversely, the call blocking probability) This was estimated by counting the number of accepted

channels in an appropriately sized `sliding window'. Con�dence intervals were calculated to ensure the

validity of the results.

Each time a real-time channel was blocked, the reason for being blocked was recorded. An analysis of

the relative fraction of the causes of blocking is useful in understanding the performance of a routing

algorithm. A channel can be blocked for one of three reasons:

1. No Path Available No path exists between the source and destination with su�cient residual

bandwidth.

2. Violation of Server Necessary Condition No path exists for which the necessary condition im-

posed by the CAC function is met at all links along the path.

3. Admission Control Rejection The best QOS (in our case, end-to-end delay) that the network can

o�er to the new channel violates the user-speci�ed bound.

Figure 3 shows the topology of the network we used (�rst used by [5] to investigate the EDD admission

control method). Packet sizes were uniformly set to the ATM cell size of 53 bytes. Link bandwidths

in di�erent experiments were chosen variously as 1.5 Mb/s, 45 Mb/s and 155 Mb/s. The sum of

propagation and processing delay at each link was chosen to be uniformly one millisecond. Two

standard markov modulated uid models were chosen for source models of voice and video tra�c (from

[16] and [12] respectively). Figure 4 shows the model parameters used. Allowable packet loss was taken

as speci�ed in Table 1 and allowable end-to-end delay was taken to be 350 ms. For the simulation

results reported, the set of frame sizes used by the the Stop&Go scheme was 2.5ms, 5ms, 20ms, 50ms

and 150ms.

5 Simulation Results

In this section we present the results of our simulations. The performance of the routing algorithms is

investigated under di�erent admission control policies and tra�c mixes.

2A di�erent �gure of merit which models the e�ect of accepting a call on expected revenuewas also used. The conclusions

from those experiments were essentially identical to those reported here.
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Figure 3: Graph of network used for simulations (from [5]).
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Figure 4: Tra�c Models Used for Voice and Video

5.1 Performance of Routing Algorithms with Homogeneous Tra�c

We �rst examine the call acceptance probabilities of the di�erent routing algorithms with peak rate

based bandwidth allocation and homogeneous tra�c (i.e. only voice or only video channels). Figure 5

and Figure 6 plot these as a function of accepted load for the EDD and Stop&Go servers respectively,

for voice-only tra�c at T1 link speeds. For most of the experiments, the performance of the LMU,

MMCDB and SOC algorithms was found to be consistently poorer than that of the other dynamic

algorithms. Also, the performance of the MHDB algorithm was found to closely follow that of the SP

algorithm. Hence we do not plot the curves corresponding to these algorithms in this paper. For all

plots, the maximum magnitude of the 95% con�dence intervals (omitted to retain clarity) was within

5-6% of the values plotted.

The performance of all the dynamic routing algorithms is seen to be fairly similar. For the EDD case,

the Shortest Cost and Shortest Path algorithms perform the best, accepting about 10-15% more load

than the C DYN algorithm at acceptance probabilities better than 80%. The di�erence in performance

is eliminated as the call acceptance probability drops below 60%. However, it is not likely that the
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Figure 5: Call acceptance probabilities for homogeneous tra�c (voice only), EDD server, 1.5 Mb/s link
speeds
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Figure 6: Call acceptance probabilities for homogeneous tra�c (voice only), Stop&Go server, 1.5 Mb/s
link speeds
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LMU MMCDB MHDB SOC CB SC SP C DYN C STAT

Avg. Path Lengths 3.01 2.72 2.08 2.19 2.27 2.02 2.08 1.84 1.77
Peak Utilizations (%) 95.4 94.6 89.2 91.9 92.7 88.5 89.3 82.3 70.7

Table 2: Average path lengths of accepted channels, and peak link utilizations observed, averaged over
all network links (EDD , voice only, at 20% acceptance probability)

network will be operated at acceptance levels less than 50%. The performance of the best real-time

routing algorithm is identical to that of the C DYN algorithm in the Stop&Go case. The improved

performance of the conventional algorithms at very low acceptance probabilities is due to their more

conservative use of network resources initially. Qualitatively similar results were observed for the case

of homogeneous tra�c with only video channels and with higher link speeds.

It was also observed that the two circuit-switched routing algorithms do not have the best performance

(the performance of the SOC was consistently poorer than that of the Crankback algorithm and is not

shown here). This was observed to be consistently true even for other experiments.

Table 2 lists the average path lengths and peak link utilizations respectively for the di�erent routing

algorithms. It is clear that algorithms that select shorter paths perform better overall.

5.2 Performance of Routing Algorithms under Heterogeneous Tra�c

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the call acceptance probability plots for the EDD and Stop&Go servers

respectively for the case of heterogeneous tra�c. Link speeds are 45 Mb/s, and 20% of the total

incoming calls are video channels while the other 80% are voice channels. The oscillatory nature of the

acceptance curves reects the fact that at �rst only video calls experience blocking, while voice calls

start getting blocked at higher loads. (Hence the at portion of the curve corresponds approximately

to the fraction of voice calls in incoming tra�c).

The acceptance probabilities show a very di�erent router behaviour for the EDD case. At intermediate

loads, the C DYN algorithm outperforms all real-time routing algorithms except the two cost-based

routing algorithms, viz. the MMCDB (not shown here) and SC algorithms. The performance of the

SC router is signi�cantly better than all other routing algorithms at all loads. At 75% call acceptance

probability, the SC router accepts about 80% more load than the C DYN and SP algorithms. For

the Stop&Go case, routing performance is qualitatively very similar to that seen for the homogeneous

tra�c case.

It was observed that most of the EDD call rejections were due to violation of the necessary condition of

the server (i.e. condition (2) from section 4) and no rejections occured due to inability to meet end-to-
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Figure 9: Comparison of routing algorithms, Stop& Go server with irregular frame sizes, voice only
tra�c, 1.5 Mb/s link speeds

end delay bounds. From the necessary condition for the EDD policy, (i.e. equation 1) it can be seen that

when the Tmin;i values for all channels are similar (i.e. homogeneous tra�c), the necessary condition

reduces to a simple constraint on utilization. Since the dynamic routing algorithmC DYN is utilization-

based, and meeting end-to-end delays is not a problem, it performs quite well. With heterogeneous

tra�c, however, call admission is determined by the channel with minimum value of Tmin, from among

all channels sharing the link. The CAC function can block calls even when link utilization is low.

The performance of the cost based routing algorithms is particularly good since these are formulated

to satisfy the necessary constraint of the CAC policy. In the case of Stop&Go, however, even with

heterogeneous tra�c the server constraint (equation 4) remains essentially a utilization requirement;

hence, the real-time routing algorithms do not perform signi�cantly better than the C DYN algorithm.

For these experiments, the Stop&Go frame sizes were chosen to be interger multiples of each other. In

this case (as mentioned earlier) the server constraint is simply a utilization constraint.

We would expect to see some di�erence if the frame sizes were chosen in a way that equation 4 di�ers

signi�cantly from being just a capacity constraint. Figure 9 plots the results of an experiment in

which the frame sizes were chosen to be 150ms, 100ms, 70ms, 40ms, 25ms. The results agree with this

expectation.

5.3 E�ect of Tra�c Shaping

Figure 10 is a plot of the equivalent bandwidth of our voice and video source models, versus the delay

introduced by the the shaper, for two di�erent loss rates.
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Figure 10: E�ective Bandwidth versus shaper-introduced delay for voice and video source models (Voice
model: Peak rate 32 Kb/s, Mean rate 11.24 Kb/s, Video model: Peak rate 11.7 Mb/s, Mean rate 3.85
Mb/s)

50 ms. was found to be su�cient for queueing and propagation delays in our experiments. This would

permit the shaper to introduce as much as 300 ms of delay and still meet the delay targets. Figure 10

shows a reduction of 20% for the equivalent bandwidth of a voice source for this shaper delay. The

reduction of a video source is approximately 35%.

The performance of the Stop&Go scheme with such shapers was investigated. As seen from a com-

parison of Figure 6 and Figure 11, all the routing algorithms accepted about 25% more load using

equivalent bandwidths. However, a comparison of the two �gures shows very little change in the

relative performance of the routing algorithms. Similar results were observed for the case of video

tra�c.

5.4 Comparison of Admission Control Algorithms

These experiments enabled us to evaluate the relative performance of EDD and Stop&Go. Stop&Go

was found to yield better performance for typical multimedia tra�c and network models. The chief

advantage of the EDD discipline is greater exibility in accepting calls with stringent end-to-end dead-

lines. This did not occur in the situations we modelled, for which the necessary constraint of the CAC

policy was the dominant reason for call blocking. The EDD policy was shown to perform poorly in

the presence of a heterogeneous tra�c mix; the Stop&Go policy was much less a�ected by the tra�c

mix. Note that we did not implement the full EDD scheme, because of its exponential worst case time

complexity [5]. The full EDD scheme will undoubtably perform signi�cantly better.
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Figure 11: Call acceptance probabilities for homogeneous tra�c (voice only), Stop&Go server with
Tra�c Shaping, 1.5 Mb/s link speeds

Link utilisation EDD Server Stop&Go Server Stop&Go w/ E�ective BWs
Peak/e�ective 75.9% 78.2% 80.7%

Average 26.6% 27.4% 39.1%

Table 3: Peak/ E�ective & Average Link Utilizations for Shortest Costs router, Voice only tra�c, at
50% call acceptance probability

Table 3 link utilizations achieved by the Shortest Cost router for the two CAC policies with peak

rate based allocation and that for Stop&Go with e�ective bandwidth based allocation, at 50% call

acceptance levels.

6 Conclusions & Future Work

We investigated the performance of several routing algorithms and two standard admission control

policies for real-time tra�c in packet-switched networks. Several routing algorithms were designed

to account for real-time constraints and hence improve acceptance rates. Routing algorithms pro-

posed elsewhere in literature were also evaluated. We modeled a simple packet-switched network,

used standard tra�c models of voice and video sources. The algorithms were evaluated with respect

to call blocking probability and accepted load. We investigated only algorithms which were practi-

cal to implement. The two admission control policies which we studied bound the packet loss rates

deterministically.
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The dominant cause for blocking of real-time channels was not the attainable quality-of-service (viz.

end-to-end delay), but rather the constraints placed on per call tra�c by the CAC function. When

these constraints become severe, real-time routing algorithms can improve performance signi�cantly.

Among the real-time routing algorithms we studied, the best performance was attained by minimizing

(heuristically) the blocking probability due to the CAC function. For the EDD-based policy under

heterogeneous tra�c conditions, this routing algorithm was shown to result in 20% to 80% more

accepted load. Overall, real-time routing algorithms yielded only modest performance improvements

with the Stop&Go admission control policy. Shortest-path routing methods performed better than

circuit-switched routing methods. We also investigated the use of tra�c shaping, using a simple leaky

bucket. This resulted in about 25% to 30% better link utilizations. The relative performance of the

routing algorithms was qualitatively similar to the peak rate case.

Problems for future research include analysis of the dynamics of the routing algorithms, analysis of

their performance with other ow control and CAC policies.
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